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print; but to prevent too great descent of the
its
sideto for
a short
as at 28, said
stud e” and lover e I have provided the 55
(see?
Fig. 3,)
permit
the distance,
pivoted feed-dogg
to pass through the sleeve and engage the said lever e with a projection 33, which dur
teeth of the ratchet-toothed bar a '. Two in ing its descent strikes one of the guide-armsb.
dependent, inking-pads dºdº are rigidly con In practice it has beert found that a Spac
nected with the said sleeve 27 near each end ing-stop located at the left-hand end of the
by arms 29, said arms being of sufficient regulating-lever is much more readily acces- 69
length to enable the said inking-pads to be sible than when connected with the pºintingplaced under the rubber segment carrying lever, as it is with the left hand that the ma
Io the type, the pads being left in such position chine is desired to be operated.
as to be struck by some of the projecting || . . A bell D is herein-provided for audibly in
type of the said rubber segment c when the dicating to the operator when a line is nearly
latter is depressed. The inking-pads dº dº are completed, such bell D being herein located
also located some little distance apart to leave upon the pivoted type-carrying segment, the
15 sufficient space between the said inking-pads bell-hammer D’ being ??????? by a yielding
to enable the type on the type-segment to be arm to the rocking ?ever fat or near its right jo.
forced against the paper to be printed.
hand end, so that as the bell moves from the
The rubber segment c', carrying the type, left to the right with theindex-plate in print:
is provided (see Figs. 6 and 7) with a séries ing a line it will be struck by the hammer D’
2 O of deep grooves G, which separate the type one just at or before the line is completed. It is
from the other, such separating-grooves en obvious that the bell may be otherwise ar
abling that one type of the segment immedi ranged than that herein described without
ately below the stude”, attached to the print departing from this invention—such, for in
herein
ing-lever 6, to be forced down upon the paper stance, as reversing the arrangement
25 without at the same time forcing downward shown.
against the paper other type ad. cent to the
1. In a type-writer, the indexºplate and
one selected as next to print a letter.
The rocking lever f, loosely connected with type-carrying segment pivoted thereon, tie
the ratchet-toothed bar (t", which serves as a guide-arms b, and ratchet-toothed feed-bar a*,
bearing for it, passes between two projections combined with the sleeve 27, mounted upon
30 31, extending from the pivoted printing said feed-bar between the guide-arms and in
lever e, so that as the said rocking lever f is dependent inking-pads carried by said sleeve, 85
depressed the printing-lever e will also be and a pivoted printing-lever, all substantially
depressed, a spring 32, introduced between as and for the purposes set forth.
printing
the frame and rocking lever f at one end, . 2. In a type-writer, the pivoted
acting to raise the said lever and the print lever and rocking lever f for moving the . go
printing-lever, and the stop 33 for limiting
ing-lever e when the hand is removed.
The rocking lever f, which operates the the downward movement of the printing-le
printing-lever e, is provided at one end with ver, combined withthespring-arm 40,attached .
a yielding projection or finger-piece 40, hav to the said rocking lever, said arm having a
i’,” a downwardly-projecting pin or stud 41, projection 41 or equivalent for limiting by
which co-operates with a stop. (Shown in this striking the thumb-nut tº the downward 95
instance as the milled head of the thumb-nut movement of the rocking lever when the lat
a".) When the lever f is depressed by the ter is depressed by the operator acting upon
45 action of the finger on the said finger-piece only the arm 40, substantially as described.
40, the lever e is depressed only far enough In testimony whereof I have signed my name’
to compel the feed-dog g to move the carriage, to this specification in the presence of two ???
thus forming the spacing; but when the said subscribing witnesses.
lever f is depressed by the action of the ?inger
JOHIN BECKER.
directly upon it the movement imparted to
I claim—

the lever 6 is sufficient to not only move the

index-plate, but also to cause the stud (* to
depress the rubber segment far enough to
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